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ABSTRACT

Does this sentence need citation? In this paper, we introduce the

task of citation worthiness for scientific texts at a sentence-level

granularity. The task is to detect whether a sentence in a scientific

article needs to be cited or not. It can be incorporated into citation

recommendation systems to help automate the citation process

by marking sentences where needed. It may also be useful for

publishers to regularize the citation process. We construct a dataset

using the ACLAnthology Reference Corpus; consisting of over 1.1M

łnot_citež and 85K łcitež sentences. We study the performance of a

set of state-of-the-art sentence classifiers for the citation worthiness

task and show the practical challenges. We also explore section-

wise difficulty of the task and analyze the performance of our best

model on a published article.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Finding proper citations and referring to them appropriately in

scientific manuscripts is often a labor-intensive task [7]. Citation

recommendation system aims to ease the process by suggesting

reference candidates through a two-step interactive procedure. First,

the user specifies the location in the manuscript where the citation

is needed. Second, the system ranks the possible candidates from

a corpus or bibliographical list. Ranking candidate references as

the second step of citation recommendation has been extensively

studied in the literature [4, 5, 7, 8, 17]. However, minimizing the

authors’ effort in the first step is relatively unexplored.

Citation sentences are those where some references to other pa-

pers are requiredÐfor validating, motivating, or other purposes. In

this study, we use linguistic features to detect citation sentences in

sentence-level granularity. To this end, we define the task of evaluat-

ing sentences for citation, in short citation worthiness. Indeed, given

a sentence s , the citation worthiness task is to classify the sentence

to either łcitež or łnot_citež class, i.e., a binary classification task.
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The task assumes that no sentence in the input text has signatures

of citation sentences (citation placeholders ł(author(s), year)ž, the

author’s name for a cited work, especial phrases like łet al.ž).

The task we introduce here is similar to the Teufel’s Argumenta-

tive Zoning (AZ) task [18, 19]. Using simple features (e.g., sentence

location, length, whether the sentence contains citation, linguistic

features of the sentence, etc.), AZ aims to identify and classify sci-

entific text into different pre-specified categoriesÐe.g., background,

motivation, or contrasting statements. Teufel later introduced a

citation function task for predicting the author’s reason for citing a

given paper with a linguistically inspired solution [21]. Some other

similar tasks are defined in the literature, e.g., citation sentiment

detection [3], argumentation mining [14], rhetorical classification

[9, 20], text summarization using citation sentences [11], reference

scope identification [1], and citation recognition in public com-

ments [2]. Contrary to the mentioned studies, citation worthiness

does not use any external knowledge bases and does not depend

on citation signatures.

Table 1 presents four example sentences for each binary label.

The objectives for łcitež sentences are based on four main categories

presented in [21] and łnot_citež ones are based on argumentative

zones [19]. These examples provide an insight into the differences

between łcitež and łnot_citež sentences.

2 CITATIONWORTHINESS DATASET

To the best of our knowledge, there is no ready-to-use dataset for

our task.We construct a citation worthiness dataset using the articles

of ACL Anthology Reference Corpus (ARC).1 We use the SEPIC

corpus2 [15], which includes sentence-level segmentation of 10,921

articles from ACL ARC 1.0, up to February 2007. The sentence

splitter and chunker of the Apache OpenNLP 1.5 3 in addition to

the Stanford tokenizer and POS tagger, and the MaltParser tools

were used.

For our experiments, we see that even though sentences are

to some extent cleansed, a few further pre-processing steps are

necessary. This is mostly because the text of articles are extracted

from their pdf files. We take out the following text from our dataset:

(i) Footnotes and conference names repeated through each page

of articles, (ii) Title of sections, (iii) The words that were strung

together (with missing delimiters), (iv) Mathematical formulas, and

(v) URLs.

For annotating sentences with łcitež and łnot_citež labels, we

use the signatures of citation sentences. These signatures include

citation placeholders ł(author(s), year)ž, the author name of a cited

work in the text of sentence, and special phrases like łet al.ž. For

1ACL ARC: https://acl-arc.comp.nus.edu.sg/
2SEPID corpus: http://pars.ie/lr/sepid-corpus
3Apache OpenNLP 1.5: https://opennlp.apache.org/docs/1.5.3/manual/opennlp.html







Table 3: Section-wise analysis of citation worthiness. CNN-

w2v-update is used in this experiment. For each column, the

highest value marked with bold-face.

Section #pos #neg Acc(%) Prec. Recall F1-score

Abstract 392 15286 94.06 0.1811 0.3903 0.2474

Introduction 1133 15529 92.62 0.4491 0.3742 0.4083

Related Work 200 443 70.76 0.5508 0.3250 0.4088

Method 5720 70085 92.37 0.4925 0.3743 0.4253

Evaluation 446 5738 92.69 0.4920 0.4148 0.4501

Conclusion 537 5702 91.62 0.5154 0.4357 0.4722

Acknowledg. 117 1044 90.27 0.5270 0.3334 0.4084
1. #pos, #neg: the number of łcitež and łnot_citež sentences, respectively,

2. ‘opening’ sentences are included into abstract section, ‘background’ and

‘general terms’ are included into related work, and ‘discussion’ are

included into evaluation section.

seems that when a special phrase related to a specific concept is

the reason for citation, both algorithms fail.

Ðłthe model architecture shown in figure NUM is a slight variant

of the cnn architecture of ž

Ðłtrec question dataset task involves classifying a question into

NUM question types whether the question is about person location

numeric information etcž

On the other hand, both algorithms categorized following sen-

tences as citation sentences. Both of these sentences do not have any

citation in the original paper. The author of the paper did not put

citation for both of these since the related citations are mentioned

in the previous sentences.

Ðłwe use the publicly available word2vec vectors that were trained

on NUM billion words from google newsž

Ðłin such dense representations semantically close words are like-

wise close in euclidean or cosine distance in the lower dimensional

vector spacež

This analysis suggests that exploiting such a system in practice,

possibly as part of a paper writing software, can ease the authors’

effort. We also show that considering the sentence context is im-

portant for identification of citation worthiness. In addition, there

exist łnot_citež sentences in scientific articles that actually require

citation. These sentences are assigned incorrect labels by rule-based

automatic labeling of sentences, as done in this paper.

6 CONCLUSION

In this study, we introduced the task of citation worthiness for sci-

entific reports in sentence-level granularity. We exploited a set of

state-of-the-art sentence classifiers showing the feasibility of the

task and practical challenges. The section-wise difficulty of the

task was studied for seven widely used sections, and the real-world

applicability of the methods was examined on a published article.

The results suggested that it could be interesting to train individ-

ual section-wise classifiers, and design context-aware classifiers

that exploit previous sentences as the context. We also intend to

incorporate citation worthiness into an end-to-end citation rec-

ommendation system. Further analysis on the reasons for citing a

paper, and proper citation placement on different granularity might

be also beneficial.
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Table 4: ConfusionMatrices for published paper analysis us-

ing the CNN-w2v-update and NBSVM classifiers.

True Label

cite not_cite Total

Predicted Label
(CNN-w2v-update)

cite 21 20 41

not_cite 2 47 49

Total 23 67 90

cite not_cite Total

Predicted Label
(NBSVM)

cite 20 30 50

not_cite 3 37 40

Total 23 67 90
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